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Cole-Parmer® Digital Reversing Mixer
Laboratory Mixers

Time your cycles for more
efficient mixing
––Won’t lose speed—brushless, 142 in-oz torque motor maintains speed
––Minimize aeration and vortexing—reversing feature alters mixing pattern for better mixing
––No more moving mixer head to change impeller depth—
through-shaft housing for easier positioning
––No more motor burn out—overload protection if torque exceeds ratings
––See what you’re mixing—integrated sample light illuminates sample area
Mix samples up to 20,000 cps or up to 6.6 gallons (25 liters) easily and effectively. Repeat
mixing conditions accurately with LED display, with control to ±1 rpm or 3% of reading.
Set timer from 1 to 2000 minutes, with audible alert when complete.

Complete system
50004-10 includes
mixer, support
stand, clamp, and
mixer propeller.

Mixer includes: mixer head, adjustable chuck (accepts rod up to 3⁄8" [9.5 mm] dia),
chuck key, mounting support rod, external power supply, and grounded power
cord with plug assembly.
Complete system adds: propeller/shaft, support stand, and clamp.
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Description

Speed (rpm)

hp

Max torque
(in-oz)

Power (VAC, Hz)

Catalog
number

Mixer only
Complete system

40 to 2010

1⁄10

142

100 to 230, 50/60

GH-50004-00
GH-50004-10

Price

GH-17050-03 NIST-traceable calibration for mixers

ServoDyne™ Electronic Mixers

Get more precise mixing
––Monitor and control speed, torque, and batch time through digital controller
or a computer interface

1. Controller

2

2. Mixer Heads

Provide precise control of mixing speed
within ±0.2% despite changes in viscosity,
temperature, or line voltage. Monitor
torque, set torque limits, or measure and
control differential torque with mixer head
in use and sets the appropriate rpm and
torque limits for that motor. Operates on
115 VAC, 50/60 Hz.

––Maintenance-free—permanent-magnet
DC motor with permanently lubricated
ball-bearing construction
––Rotate mixer head from 0º to 30º for proper
positioning of shaft and propeller
––Optical shaft encoder relays the exact
motor rotation speed data to the electronic
mixer controller

High-Torque, Low-Speed Models have a keyless chuck that accepts mixing shafts up to
3⁄8" (10 mm) in diameter.
High-Speed, Low-Torque Models have an adjustable, through-shaft precision handtightened collet that accepts 3⁄8" (10 mm) dia mixing shafts. Through-shaft design allows
positioning the mixing propeller at any depth without moving the mixer head.
Complete systems include: speed controller, mixer head, shaft, propeller, clamp and stand.
Optional software program lets you control up to 16 ServoDyne mixers
and Masterflex® L/S® computer-compatible pump drives.
(See ColeParmer.com/Mixers for more information.)
1. Controller
Catalog
number
GH-50008-00

1

2. Mixer heads
Description

Speed
(rpm)

High torque, low speed;
with keyless chuck
High speed, low torque; with
adjustable through-shaft collet

3 to 180
20 to 900
60 to 2300
150 to 6000

Price

Toll-free: 800-323-4340

Fax: 847-247-2929

hp
1⁄15
1⁄15
1⁄10
1⁄10

Complete systems

Max torque (in-oz)
Continuous
340
70
45
17

sales@coleparmer.com

Intermittent
510
105
65
25

Catalog
number
GH-50008-10
GH-50008-20
GH-50008-30
GH-50008-40

www.coleparmer.com

Price

Catalog
number

Price

GH-50008-12
GH-50008-22
GH-50008-32
GH-50008-42

Cole-Parmer®
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